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Abstract. We present a novel approach for the automatic generation
of inductive loop invariants over non nested loops manipulating arrays.
Unlike most existing approaches, it generates invariants containing dis-
junctions and quantifiers, which are rich enough for proving functional
properties over programs which manipulate arrays. Our approach does
not require the user to provide initial assertions or postconditions. It pro-
ceeds first, by translating body loops into an intermediate representation
of parallel assignments, and second, by recognizing through static analy-
sis code patterns that respect stability properties on accessed locations.
We associate with each pattern a formula that we prove to be a so-called
local invariant, and we give conditions for local invariants to compose
an inductive invariant of the complete loop. We also give conditions over
invariants to be locally maximal, and we show that some of our pattern
invariants are indeed maximal.

Keywords: Loop invariants, compositional reasoning, automatic invari-
ant generation.

1 Introduction

Thanks to the increased capabilities of automatic provers, deductive program
verification emerges as a realistic verification technique in industry, with com-
mercially supported toolsets [11, 30], and new certification standards recognizing
its use [27]. In deductive program verification, users first annotate their programs
with logical specifications; then a tool generates Verification Conditions (VCs),
i.e. formulas encoding that the program respects its specifications; finally a tool
is called to automatically prove those VCs. The problem is that, in many cases,
in particular during development, not all VCs are proved automatically. Dealing
with those VCs is a non-trivial task. Three cases are possible: (1) the program
does not implement the specification; (2) the specification is not provable in-
ductively; (3) the automatic prover does not find the proof. The solution to (1)
is to correct the program or the specification. The solution to (3) is to use a
better automatic prover. The solution to (2) is certainly the most challenging
for the user. The problem occurs when, for a given loop, the user should supply
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an inductive loop invariant: this invariant should hold when entering the loop;
it should be provable for the n+1th iteration by assuming only that it holds at
the nth iteration; it should be sufficient to prove subsequent properties of in-
terest after the loop. In practice, the user has to strengthen the loop invariant
with additional properties until it can be proved inductively. In general, this
requires understanding the details of the generation of VCs and the underlying
mathematical theory, which is not typical engineering knowledge.

Generation of loop invariants is a well researched area, for which there exists
a rich set of techniques and tools. Most of these techniques focus on the discov-
ery of predicates that express rich arithmetic properties with a simple Boolean
structure (typically, linear or non-linear constraints over program variables). In
our experience with supporting industrial users of the SPARK [2] technology,
these are seldom the problematic loop invariants. Indeed, users are well aware
of the arithmetic properties that should be maintained through loops, and thus
have no difficulty manually annotating loops with the desired arithmetic invari-
ants. Instead, users very often have difficulties annotating loops with invariants
stating additional properties, that that they do not recognize as required for
inductive reasoning. These properties typically have a complex Boolean struc-
ture, with disjunctions and quantifiers, for expressing both the effects of past
iterations and the locations not being modified by past iterations. In this paper,
we focus on the automatic generation of these richer loop invariants.3

We present a novel technique for generating rich inductive loop invariants,
possibly containing disjunctions and quantifiers (universal and existential) over
loops manipulating scalar and array variables. Our method is compositional,
which differentiates it from previous approaches working on entire loops: we
consider a loop as a composition of smaller pieces (called reduced loops), on
which we can reason separately to generate local invariants, which are then
aggregated to generate an invariant of the complete loop. The same technique
can be applied both to unannotated loops and to loops already annotated, in
which case it uses the existing loop invariant.

Local invariants are generated based on an extensible collection of patterns,
corresponding to simple but frequently used loops over scalar and array variables.
As our technique relies on pattern matching to infer invariants, the choice and
the variety of patterns is crucial. We have identified five categories of patterns,
for search, scalar update, scalar integration, array mapping and array exchange,
comprising a total of 16 patterns. For each pattern we define, we provide a local
invariant, and prove it to be local, and for some of them maximal. An invariant
is local when it refers only to variables modified locally in the reduced loop,
and when it can strengthen an inductive invariant over the complete loop. We
give conditions for invariants to be local. A local invariant is maximal when it
is at least as strong as any invariant on the reduced loop. To our knowledge,
this is the first work dealing with compositional reasoning on loop invariants,
defining modularity and maximality criteria. We also extend the notion of stable
variables introduced by Kovács and Voronkov[19].

3 For the sake of simplicity we omit array bound constraints in generated invariants.
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Our technique, applied to a loop L that iterates over the loop index i, can
be summarized as follows:

1. We translate L into an intermediate language of parallel assignments, which
facilitates both defining patterns and reasoning on local invariants. The
translation consists in transforming a sequence of assignments guarded by
conditions (if-statements) into a set of parallel assignments of guarded values
(if-expressions). This can be done using techniques for efficient computing
of static single assignment variables as described in [7, 26]. Due to lack of
space, details of the translation are omitted.

2. Using a simple syntactic static analysis, we detect stable [19] scalar and array
variables occurring in L. A scalar variable is stable if it is never modified.
An array variable is stable on the range a..b if the value of the array between
indexes a and b is not modified in the first i iterations (where a and b may
refer to the current value of i). We define a preexisting invariant over L,
denoted ℘L, to express these stability properties.

3. We match our patterns against the intermediate representation of L. We
require stability conditions on matched code, which are resolved based on ℘L.
For each match involving pattern Pk, we instantiate the corresponding local
invariant φk with variables and expressions occurring in L.

4. We combine all generated local invariants φ1 . . . φn with ℘L to obtain an
inductive invariant on the complete L given by ℘L ∧ φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn.

This article is organized as follows. In the rest of this section we survey re-
lated work and introduce a running example. Section 2 presents the intermediate
language. In Section 3, we introduce reduced loops and local invariants. In Sec-
tion 4, we define loop patterns as particular instances of reduced loops restricted
to some stable expressions. We present four examples of concrete patterns and
we provide their corresponding local invariants. In Section 5, we present suffi-
cient criteria for a local invariant to be maximal, and we state maximality results
on two concrete pattern invariants. We finally conclude and discuss perspectives
in Section 6. Due to lack of space, proofs are omitted but are available in [1].

1.1 Related Work

Most existing techniques generate loop invariants in the form of conjunctions of
(in)equalities between polynomials in the program variables, whether by abstract
interpretation [6, 24], predicate abstraction [12], Craig’s interpolation [22, 23] or
algebraic techniques [5, 28, 18]. Various works have defined disjunctive abstract
domains on top of the base abstract domains [20, 15, 29].

A few works have targeted the generation of loop invariants with a richer
Boolean structure and quantifiers, based on techniques for quantifier-free invari-
ants. Halbwachs and Péron [14] describe an abstract domain to reason about
array contents over simple programs that they describe as “one-dimensional
arrays, traversed by simple for loops”. They are able to represent facts like
(∀i)(2 ≤ i ≤ n ⇒ A[i] ≥ A[i − 1], in which a point-wise relation is established
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between elements of array slices, where this relation is supported by a quantifier-
free base abstract domain. Gulwani et al. [13] describe a general lifting procedure
that creates a quantified disjunctive abstract domain from quantifier-free do-
mains. They are able to represent facts like (∀i)(0 ≤ i < n⇒ a[i] = 0), in which
the formula is universally quantified over an implication between quantifier-free
formulas of the base domains. McMillan [21] describes an instrumentation of
a resolution-based prover that generates quantified invariants describing facts
over simple loops manipulating arrays. Using a similar technique, Kovács and
Voronkov [19] generate invariants containing quantifier alternation. Our tech-
nique may find a weaker invariant than the previous approaches in some cases
(like insertion sort) and a stronger invariant in other cases. The main benefit of
our technique is its simplicity and its extensibility: once the loop is converted to
a special form of parallel assignment, the technique consists simply in pattern
matching on the loop statements, and patterns can be added easily to adapt the
technique to new code bases, much like in [8].

1.2 Running Example

We will use the program of Fig. 1 as a running example throughout the paper.
A simpler version of this program appears in previous works [3, 19].

The program fills an array B with

b := 1; c := 1; erased := 0;
for i in 1..10 while A[ i ] 6= 0 do

if A[ i ] < 0 then
B[b] := A[ i ] ; b := b+1;

else
C[c] := A[ i ] ; c := c+1;

end if
A[ i]:=erased;

end

Fig. 1. Array partitioning

the negative values of a source array
A, an array C with the positive val-
ues of A, and it erases the correspond-
ing elements from A. It stops at the
first null value found in A. As pointed
out in [19], there are many proper-
ties relating the values of A, B and
C before and after the loop, that one
may want to generate automatically
for this program. In this paper, we
show how the different steps of our
technique apply to this loop.

2 A Language of Parallel Assignments

In this section we introduce the intermediate language L and its formal seman-
tics. L is a refinement of the language introduced in [19] that allows us to group
all the assignements performed on the same location in a single syntactic unit.

Fig. 2.(a) presents the syntax of L. In this language, programs are restricted
to a single non nested for-like loop (possibly having an extra exit condition) over
scalar and one-dimensional array variables. Assignments in L are performed in
parallel. Note that location expressions (el) can be either scalar variables or array
cells, and that all statements (sl) of a group (G) assign to the same variable:
either the group (only) contains guarded statements gk → x := ek assigning to
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some scalar variable x; or it contains statements gp → A[ap] := ep assigning to
the possibly different cells A[a1], A[a2] . . . of some array variable A. A loop body
(B) is an unordered collection of groups for different variables.

L ::= loop i in α .. ω exit eb loop

do B end

B ::= skip | G(‖ G)∗ body

G ::= {sl(; sl)
∗} group

sl ::= eb → el := ea assignment

el ::= x | A[ea] location expr

ea ∈ Aexp, eb ∈ Bexp

loop i in 1..10 exit A[ i ] = 0 do
{ A[ i ] < 0 → B[b] := A[ i ]}

‖ { A[ i ] < 0 → b := b+1 }
‖ { ¬(A[ i ] < 0) → C[c] := A[ i ]}
‖ { ¬(A[ i ] < 0) → c := c+1 }
‖ { true → A[ i ] := erased }
end

Fig. 2. (a) Formal syntax of loop programs (b) Running example translation (Fig. 1)

Running example [Step 1: Translation into the intermediate language] The trans-
lation of the running example loop (Fig. 1) into L is given in Fig. 2.(b).

Expressions and variables n, k stand for (non negative) constants of the
language; lower case letters x, a are scalar variables; upper-case letters A, C
are array variables; v is any variable; ea is an arithmetic expression; ε, eb, g are
Boolean expressions; e is any expression. Subscripted variables x0 and A0 denote
respectively the initial value of variables x and A.

Informal semantics Groups are executed simultaneously : expressions and
guards are evaluated before assignments are executed. We assume groups and
bodies to be write-disjoint, and loops to be well-formed. A group G is write-
disjoint if all its assignments update the same variable, and if for any two differ-
ent guards g1, g2 in G, g1∧g2 is unsatisfiable. A loop body B = G1 ‖ . . . ‖ Gn is
write-disjoint if all Gk update different variables and if they are all write-disjoint.
A loop L is well-formed if its body is write-disjoint. Thus, on each iteration, at
most one assignment is performed for each variable. Conditions on guarded as-
signments are essentially the same as in the work of Kovacs and Voronkov [19],
with a slightly different formalism. For simplicity, we require here unsatisfiability
of g1 ∧ g2 for two guards within a group assigning to array A, even in the case
where the updated cells for those guards are actually different.

Loop conventions L denotes a loop, B a body, and i is always the loop index.
The loop index is not a variable, so it cannot be assigned. For simplicity, we
assume that i is increased (and not decreased) after each run through the loop,
from its initial value α to its final value ω. We use `(α,ω,ε){B} to abbreviate

loop i in α..ω exit ε do B end, and `(α,ω){B} when ε = false.
−→
G denotes

a body G1 ‖ . . . ‖ Gn (for some n), while
−→
G ‖ B, is the parallel composition

of groups G1, . . . Gn from G with all groups from B. {
−−−−−−−−−→
gk → lk := ek} denotes a
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group made of the guarded assignments {g1 → l1 := e1; . . . ; gn → ln := en}.
G(B) denotes the set of groups occurring in B.

Loop variables V (L) is the set of variables occurring in L (note that i /∈ V (L)).
Vw (L) is the set of variables assigned in L, referred to as local (to L). Vnw (L) is
the set of variables occuring in L but not assigned in L, referred to as external
(to L): Vnw (L) = V (L) − Vw (L). Given a set of variables V , the initialisation
predicate ιV is defined as ιV =

∧
v∈V v = v0 asserting that all variables v ∈ V

have as initial (abstract) value v0. Sets and formulas defined on the loop L are
similarly defined on the loop body B.

Quantifications, substitutions and fresh variables φ, ψ, ι and ℘ denote
formulas. The loop index i may occur in the formula φ or in the expression e, re-
spectively denoted φ(i) or e(i), but it can be omitted when not relevant. Except
for logical assertions (i.e. invariants, Hoare triples), formulas are implicitly uni-
versally quantified on the set of all their free variables, including i. To improve
readability, these quantifications are often kept implicit. We denote by ∃V.φ the
formula ∃v1 . . . vn.φ for all vi ∈ V , and by [V1 ← V2] the substitution of each
variable of the set V1 by the corresponding variable of the set V2. Given a set of
variables V , V ′ denotes the set containing a fresh variable v′ for each variable
v ∈ V . Given an expression e, we denote e

′V = e[V ← V ′] and φ
′V = φ[V ← V ′].

2.1 Strongest Postcondition Semantics

The predicate transformer sp introduced by Dijkstra [9, 10] computes the strongest
postcondition holding after the execution of a given statement. We shall use it
to obtain the strongest postcondition holding after the execution of an arbitrary
iteration of the loop body, which will be useful when comparing loop invariants
according to maximality criteria (see Section 5). Thus, we express the semantics
of the intermediate language L through the formal definition of sp. As our goal is
the generation of loop invariants, and not the generation of loop postconditions,
we only need to describe sp for loop bodies, instead of giving it for entire loops
in L. Note that Definition 1 requires replacing a variable v assigned in the loop
body with a fresh logical variable v′, standing for the value of v prior to the
assignment.

Definition 1 (Predicate Transformer sp). Let φ be a formula,
−→
Gk a loop

body, and V = Vw(
−→
Gk). We define sp(

−→
Gk, φ) as:

sp(skip, φ) = φ sp(
−→
Gk, φ) = ∃V ′.

(
φ

′V ∧
∧
k

Psp(Gk, V )
)

Psp( {−−−−−−−−−→gk → x := ek}, V ) =
∧
k

(
g

′V
k ⇒ x = e

′V
k

)
∧
((∧

k

¬g
′V
k

)
⇒ x = x′

)
Psp( {

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
gk → A[ak] := ek}, V ) =

∧
k

(
g

′V
k ⇒ A[a

′V
k ] = e

′V
k

)
∧∀j.

(∧
k

¬
(
g

′V
k ∧ j = a

′V
k

))
⇒ A[j] = A′[j].
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3 Reduced Loops and Local Invariants

Remember that we seek to infer local properties over code pieces occurring in
a loop L. In this section, we introduce reduced loops, which are loops built on
groups taken from a loop L, and local loop invariants, which are inductive prop-
erties holding locally on reduced loops. We state a compositionality result for
locally inferred invariants allowing us to compose them into an inductive invari-
ant that holds on the entire loop. Our notion of local invariant is generic: it is
not limited to the stability properties used by patterns in Section 4.

3.1 (Inductive) ιL-Loop Invariants

To define inductive loop invariants, we rely on the classical relation �par of
satisfaction under partial correctness for Hoare triples [17, 25]. Invariants are
defined relative to a given initialisation predicate ιL providing initial values to
loop variables. We define ιL = ιV , where V is the set of all variables occurring in
L. An ιL-loop invariant is an inductive loop invariant under ιL initial conditions.
Also, we say that ιL covers φ when V (φ) ⊆ V (ιL). In the following, we assume
that the initialisation predicate ιL covers all properties stated on L.

Definition 2 ((Inductive) ιL-Loop Invariant). Assume ιL covers a for-
mula φ. φ is an ιL-loop invariant on the loop L = `(α,ω,ε){B}, iff
(a) (i = α ∧ ιL)⇒ φ; and (b) �par {α ≤ i ≤ ω ∧ ¬ε ∧ φ} B; i := i+ 1 {φ}.

3.2 Local (Reduced) Loop Invariants

A reduced loop from a loop L = `(α,ω,ε){B}, is a loop with the same index
range as L but whose body Br is a collection of groups occuring within B
(i.e. G(Br) ⊆ G(B)). These loops either take the form Lr = `(α,ω,ε){Br} or
Lr = `(α,ω){Br}. Remember that each group brings together all assignements
of a unique variable. Quite naturally, we seek inferring properties restricted to
the locally modified variables of reduced loops. Thus, we distinguish between
variables updated within reduced loops, called local, and variables appearing
without being assigned within them, called external.

To deduce properties holding locally on Lr, we assume given an inductive
loop invariant ℘L holding on the entire loop, that states properties over vari-
ables external to Lr. Thus, we use a global pre-established property on external
variables in order to deduce local properties over local variables. The notion of
relative-inductive invariants, borrowed from [4], captures this style of reasoning:
φ is inductive relative to another formula ℘L, when the inductive step of the
proof of φ holds under the assumption of ℘L (see Example 1 below).

Definition 3 (Relative Inductive Invariant). Assume ιL covers a formula
φ. φ is ℘L-inductive on loop L, if
(1) (i = α ∧ ιL)⇒ φ; (2) sp(B,α ≤ i ≤ ω ∧ ¬ε ∧ ℘L(i) ∧ φ(i))⇒ φ(i+ 1).

φ is a ℘L-local loop invariant on loop Lr, if φ only refers to variables locally
modified in Lr, and if φ holds inductively on Lr relatively to the property ℘L.
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Definition 4 (℘L-Local Loop Invariant). φ is a ℘L-local loop invariant for
loop Lr if (a) V (φ) ⊆ Vw(Lr); and (b) φ is ℘L-inductive on Lr.

a := 0; b := 0;
loop i in 1..10 do

b := a+1;
a :=i ;

end

init : ιL = (a = 0 ∧ b = 0)
previous: ℘L = (a = i− 1)
loop i in 1..10 do
{ true → a :=i }

‖ { true → b := a+1 }
end

Lr = loop i in 1..10 do
{ true → b := a+1 }

end

local : φr = (b = i− 1)

final global inv: ℘L ∧ φr

Fig. 3. (a) Loop L (b) Init, previous, translation (c) Reduced loop Lr, local prop.

Example 1 (A ℘L-local loop invariant). Fig. 3.(a) shows a loop L, whose trans-
lation and initialisation ιL are given in 3.(b). The reduced loop Lr in 3.(c) is
built on the group that assigns to b. There are two variables in Lr: a is external,
while b is local to it. We take ℘L shown in 3.(b) as previously known property
(over variables external to Lr). Clearly, ℘L does not hold on the reduced loop
Lr, but is does hold as ιL-loop invariant on the entire loop L. The local property
φr(i) from 3.(c) does not hold (inductively) by itself on the reduced loop, yet
℘L∧φr(i) holds as inductive invariant of Lr. Therefore, φr(i) is ℘L-inductive on
Lr. Moreover, as φr(i) only contains variables local to Lr, it follows that φr(i) is
℘L-local on Lr. Finally, as ℘L holds inductively on the entire loop, according to
the Theorem 1 below, the composed invariant ℘L ∧ φr is indeed an ιL-invariant
on the whole loop L.

Informally, the Theorem 1 says that whenever a property ℘L, used to deduce
that a local property φ holds on a reduced loop, is itself an inductive invariant
on the entire loop, then ℘L ∧ φ is an inductive invariant of the entire loop.

Theorem 1 (Compositionality of ℘L-Local Invariants). Assume that loops

L = `(α,ω,ε){
−→
G ‖ B} and Lr = `(α,ω,ε){B} are well-formed. Assume that

(h1) φr is a ℘L-local loop invariant on Lr; (h2) ℘L is an ιL-invariant on L.
Then, ℘L ∧ φr is an ιL-invariant on L.

4 Stable Loop Patterns

In this section, we introduce the stability property for expressions, and we give
sufficient conditions for this property to hold. Stability over expressions gener-
alizes the notion of stablity on variables introduced in [19] (see 4.2). We define
℘L-stable loop patterns, as a particular instance of reduced loops restricted to
stable expressions4. As examples, we present four concrete patterns and we pro-
vide their corresponding local invariants.

4 More precisely, to expressions whose location expressions defined over external vari-
ables are stable.
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4.1 Stability on Variables and Expressions

Given an initialisation ιL , we define the initial value of an expression e(i),
denoted e0(i), as the result of replacing any occurrence of a variable x in e,
except i5, by its initial value x0 according to the initialisation ιL. Informally, an
expression e occurring in a loop L, is stable, if on any run through the loop, e is
equal to its initial value e0. Here, we are interested in being able to prove that
e = e0 under the assumption of a preexisting inductive loop invariant ℘L.

Definition 5 (Stable Expressions). An expression e(i) is said to be ℘L-stable
in loop L, denoted ℘L-s, if there exists an ιL-loop invariant ℘L on L such that:

℘L(i)⇒ (e(i) = e0(i)).

The rationale behind stability is that, given a preexisting inductive loop invariant
℘L, a ℘L-stable expression e can be replaced by its initial value e0 when reasoning
on the loop body using the predicate transformer sp.

4.2 Sufficient Conditions for Stability

In this section we generalize the notion of stability over variables introduced in
[19], in order to express the following properties:

1. a scalar variable x keeps its initial value x0 throughout the loop;
2. there exist a constant offset from i, denoted p(i), that corresponds to a valid

index for array A, such that every cell value in the array slice A[p(i) . . . n] is
equal to its initial value.

For array A and loop L, these properties are formally expressed by:

`x ≡ x = x0 Scalar stability

4A,p ≡ ∀j.(j ≥ p(i)⇒ A[j] = A0[j]) Array p− stability

If 4A,p holds, we say that A is p-stable. When p(i) = α this property is equiv-
alent to A = A0. To increase readability, the latter notation is preferred.

A sufficient condition for a variable to be stable is when this variable is not
updated at all in the loop. An array B in this case verifies the property 4B,α.
Finding p-stability on some array A can be done by examining all updates to

cells A[pk(i)] and choosing p(i) as p(i) = max (
−−−→
pk(i)). Assume now that array

A is known to be p-stable, and that A[a] occurs in some expression e. If A[a]
corresponds to an access in the stable slice of A, then e is stable, which can be
verified by checking that a ≥ p is a loop invariant.

Running example [Step 2: Extracting a preexisting global invariant] The variable
erased is never assigned in this loop, so it is stable. Array A is updated only in
cell A[i], entailing i-stability for A. Thus, we can extract the following inductive
invariant expressing stability properties for our loop: ℘L = `erased ∧4A,i.
5 And except occurrences at array index positions.
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4.3 ℘L-Loop Patterns

Given a preexisting inductive loop invariant ℘L, we define loop patterns relative
to ℘L, or ℘L-loop patterns, as triples Pn = (Ln, Cn, φn), where: Ln is a loop
scheme given by a valid loop construction in our intermediate language L; Cn
is a list of constraints requiring the ℘L-s property on generic sub-expressions
e1, e2 . . . of Ln; φn is an invariant scheme referring only to variables local to Ln.

Fig. 4 presents examples of three concrete loop patterns. For each of them,
the corresponding loop scheme is given in the upper-left entry, the constraints in
the upper-right entry, and the invariant scheme in the bottom entry. To identify
the pattern Pn within the source loop L, Ln must match actual constructions
occurring in L, and the pattern constraints must be satisfied. In that case, we
generate the corresponding local invariant by instantiating φn with matched
constructions from L.

Theorem 2 establishes that each invariant scheme φn from Fig. 4 is indeed
a ℘L-local invariant on its corresponding loop scheme Ln. By the compositional
result of Theorem 1, each generated local invariant can be composed with the
preexisting ιL-invariant to obtain a richer ιL-invariant holding on the entire loop.

1. Search Pattern

L1 = `(α,ω,ε){skip} ε is ℘L-s.

φ1(i) = ∀j.α ≤ j < i⇒ ¬ε0(j)

2. Single Map Pattern

L2 = `(α,ω){B2} e(i) is ℘L-s.

B2 = true→ A[i] := e(i)

φ2(i, A) =
∀j.(α ≤ j < i⇒ A[j] = e0(j))

∧ ∀j.j ≥ i⇒ A[j] = A0[j]

3. Filter Pattern

L3 = `(α,ω){B3}
B3 = {g(i) → A[v] := e(i)}

‖ {g(i) → v := v + 1}
g, e are ℘L-s.

φ3(i, v, A) = ∀j.(α ≤ j < i ∧ g0(j)⇒ ∃k.(v0 ≤ k < v ∧A[k] = e0(j)))

∧ ∀k1, k2.v0 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 < v ⇒ ∃j1, j2.
(
α ≤ j1 ≤ j2 < i ∧ A[k1] = e0(j1)
∧g0(j1) ∧ g0(j2) ∧ A[k2] = e0(j2)

)
∧ ∀j.(j ≥ v ⇒ A[j] = A0[j])

Fig. 4. Three ℘L-Loop Patterns

Theorem 2 (Search, Map and Filter Invariant Schemes are ℘L-local).
For n ∈ [1, 2, 3] assume that Pn = (Ln, Cn, φn) corresponds to the patterns given
in Fig. 4. Assume having three pairs (ιLn

, ℘Ln
) satifying each the constraints Cn

for pattern Pn. Then, each φn is a ℘Ln
-local loop invariant on the loop Ln.

Running example [Step 3: Discovering patterns, generating local properties] We
take ℘L ≡ `erased ∧ 4A,i (see Step 2) as preexisting inductive invariant. By
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pattern-matching, we can recognize three patterns in L: the Search pattern on
line 1; the Single Map pattern on line 6; the Filter pattern, once on lines 2-3,
and once again on lines 4-5. We must check that all pattern constraints are
respected. First note that ℘L entails i-stability for A, and therefore the location
expression A[i] (occurring in both instances of the Filter pattern) is ℘L-s, as well
as expressions A[i] = 0 in the Search pattern, and A[i] < 0 in the Filter pattern.
Finally, ℘L entails stability of erased in the Map pattern. We instantiate the
corresponding invariant schemes and obtain the local invariants shown below.
Note that φ3(i, b, B) and φ3(i, c, C) correspond to different instances of the Filter
pattern. We unfold only one of them here:

φ1(i) = ∀j.α ≤ j < i⇒ ¬(A0[i] = 0)

φ2(i, A) = ∀j.(α ≤ j < i⇒ A[j] = erased0) ∧ ∀j.(j ≥ i)⇒ A[j] = A0[j]

φ3(i, c, C) = . . .

φ3(i, b, B) = ∀j.(α ≤ j < i ∧A0[j] < 0⇒ ∃k.(b0 ≤ k < b ∧B[k] = A0[j]))

∧ ∀k1, k2.b0 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 < b⇒ ∃j1, j2.

 α ≤ j1 ≤ j2 ≤ i
∧ A0[j2] < 0 ∧ B[k1] = A0[j1]
∧ A0[j2] < 0 ∧ B[k2] = A0[j2]


∧ ∀j.(j ≥ b⇒ B[j] = B0[j])

Example 2 (A disjunctive/existential pattern example). Fig. 5 provides an exam-
ple of pattern whose invariant contains disjunctions and existential quantifiers.
This pattern typically corresponds to the inner loop in a sorting algorithm. The
local invariant obtained for the loop from Fig. 5.(b) is:

((m = m0) ∧ ∀j.(α ≤ j < i⇒ ¬(A0[j] < A0[m0])))

∨ (∃j.(α ≤ j < i ∧m = j) ∧ ∀k.(α ≤ k < i⇒ ¬(A0[k] < A0[m]))

Min Index Pattern

L4 = `(α,ω){B4} e(i) is ℘L-s.

B4 = {e(i) < e(a) → a := i}
φ4(i, a) = ((a = a0) ∧ ∀j.(α ≤ j < i⇒ ¬(e0(j) < e0(a0))))

∨ (∃j.(α ≤ j < i ∧ a = j ∧ ∀k.(α ≤ k < i⇒ ¬(e0(k) < e0(a))))

for i in 1..n do
if A[ i ] <A[m]
thenm := i ;

end if
end

Fig. 5. (a) A pattern with existentials and disjunctions (b) A loop instance

Running example [Step 4: Aggregating local invariants] We know that the pre-
existing invariant ℘L holds as ιL-invariant on L. By Theorem 2, φ1 is ℘L-local
on L1 = `(α,ω,ε){skip}, and φ2 and φ3 are ℘L-local on loops Lk = `(α,ω){Bk}
respectively for k = 1, 2. It is easy to obtain from these results, that φ2 and φ3
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are ℘L-local on loops Lk = `(α,ω,ε) {Bk}. Therefore, according to Theorem 1,
we can compose all these invariants to obtain the following richer ιL-invariant
holding on L: ℘L ∧ φ1(i) ∧ φ2(i, A) ∧ φ3(i, b, B) ∧ φ3(i, c, C).

5 Maximal Loop Invariants

In this section, we present maximality criteria on loop invariants, whether induc-
tive or not. A loop invariant is maximal when it is stronger than any invariant
holding on that loop. For consistency, we compare loop invariants only if they
are covered by the same initialisation predicate. We adapt this notion to re-
duced loops by defining local invariant maximality. These notions are rather
generic and apply to any loop language equipped with a strongest postcondition
semantics.

Definition 6 (Maximal ιL-Loop Invariant). φ is a maximal ιL-loop invari-
ant of loop L if (1) φ is an ιL-loop invariant for L, and (2) for any other ιL-loop
invariant ψ of L, φ⇒ ψ is an ιL-loop invariant of L.

Theorem 3 (Loop Invariant Maximality). Let L = `(α,ω,ε){B} and assume
that φ is some formula covered by ιL. φ is a maximal ιL-invariant of L if

(a) i = α ∧ ιL ⇔ i = α ∧ φ(i)
(b) sp(B,α ≤ i ≤ ω ∧ ¬ε(i) ∧ φ(i))⇔ α ≤ i ≤ ω ∧ φ(i+ 1)

As seen in Section 3, a local invariant φr refers only to variables locally mod-
ified in the reduced loop Lr. Nevertheless, external variables may occur in Lr,
for which we are unable to locally infer properties. To ensure consistency when
comparing local invariants, we reason on the maximality of φr, strenghtened by
a formula ` stating that all variables external to Lr remain constant through
the execution of the reduced loop.

Definition 7 (Local Invariant Maximality). Let L = `(α,ω,ε){
−→
G ‖ B} be a

well-formed loop, and Lr = `(α,ω,ε){B}. Let ιr be an initialisation restricted to
variables occurring in Lr, and ` a formula asserting constant values x = x0,
A = A0 for all variables x,A external to Lr. We say that φr is locally maximal
on Lr when ` ∧ φr is a maximal ιr-loop invariant of Lr.

In [1] we provide proofs for the Theorem 4 below. We show that the local loop
invariants schemes φ1(i) for the Search Pattern, and φ2(i) for the Single Map
Pattern, as stated in Fig. 4, are indeed locally maximal on their corresponding
reduced loop. Notice that φ3(i) for the Filter Pattern is not maximal as stated
in Fig. 4. For example, it would be possible to state a stronger invariant for this
pattern by recursively defining a logic function for counting the number of array
elements satisfying the guard g0 up to the ith element, and using this function
in the loop invariant to give the current value of the variable v.

Theorem 4 (Search and Single Map Invariants Local Maximality). Let
φ1, L1, φ2, L2 as given in Fig. 4. φ1 is locally maximal on the loop L1, and φ2
is locally maximal on the loop L2.
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6 Conclusion and Further Work

We present a novel and compositional approach to generate loop invariants.
Our approach complements previous approaches: instead of generating relatively
weak invariants on any kind of loop, we focus on generating strong or even
maximal invariants on particular loop patterns, in a modular way.

The central idea in our approach is to separately generate local loop invariants
on reduced versions of the entire loop. This is supported by the introduction of a
preexisting loop invariant, which states external properties (i.e. properties which
do not necessarily hold locally) on the complete loop. This preexisting invariant
is then strengthened by the local loop invariants. Since there is no constraint
on the way the external invariant is found, our approach fits in smoothly with
other automated invariant generation mechanisms.

We propose a specialized version of reduced loops, for which the external
invariant is a stability property of some locally accessed variables. We give loop
pattern schemes and syntactic criteria to generate invariants for any loop con-
taining these patterns. Independently, we present conditions on arbitrary loop
invariants to be maximal, and state results of local maximality for some of our
loop patterns. When not maximal, our inferred invariants are essentially as ex-
pressive as those generated by previous approaches, but have the advantage of
being pre-proven, and thus are well adapted to integration on full automatic
invariant generation of industrial oriented frameworks.

Our method applies to programs in an intermediate language of guarded and
parallel assignments, to which source programs should first be translated. We
have designed such a translation from a subset of the SPARK language, based on
an enriched version of static single assignment form [26]. The idea is to transform
a sequence of assignments to variables guarded by conditions (if-statements) into
a set of parallel assignments to SSA variables [7], where the value assigned has
guard information (if-expressions). In the case of array variables, array index
expressions that are literals or constant offsets from the loop index are treated
specially, in order to generate array index expressions that can be matched to
the patterns we define. This translation is exponential in the number of source
code statements in the worst-case, but this does not occur on hand-written code.

We expect to implement the translation and the pattern-based loop invari-
ant generation in the next generation of SPARK tools [16, 30]. We believe that
combining this technique with other ones (and with itself) will be very efficient.

Going further we could develop a broader repository of pattern-driven invari-
ants, to address the more frequent and known loop patterns. As proof of patterns
(correctness and optionally maximality) are tedious and error-prone, we plan to
mechanize them in a proof assistant and design a repository of formally proven
patterns. In particular, as the present technology seems perfectly applicable to
non terminating loops, we plan to define new patterns for while loops.

The current approach does not handle nested loops, and the patterns we
define do not apply to loops with a complex accumulation property, where the
effect of the ith iteration depends in a complex way on the cumulative effect
of previous iterations. So it does not apply for example to insertion sort, which
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can be treated by other approaches [14, 13] based on complex abstract domains
in abstract interpretation. We are interested in pursuing the approach to treat
these more complex examples.
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